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INVARIANTS OF FINITE REFLECTION GROUPS Cat.

by Leopold Flatto

Introduction

Let G be a group of linear transformations acting on a finite dimensional

vector space V over a given field k. Let S be the ring of polynomial functions

on V, i.e. those functions which become polynomials for any given
coordinate system on V. G is made to act on S by defining

(os)(y) GEG, seS,VEV

The elements of S fixed by G, i.e. g s s for all a e G, are called the

invariants of G. The subject of invariant theory deals with the determination
of all invariants of a given group G. For finite groups, Hilbert proved in
1890 [14] the main theorem of invariant theory stating that the algebra of
invariants is finitely generated. These finite sets of generators are said to
form an integrity basis for the invariants of G. Later on, Noether [17]

produced an explicit set of basic invariants for finite groups. However, this
number is usually much more than necessary (we elaborate on this point
in chapter I) and there lacks a systematic method for producing a basis

which is in some sense minimal.
As we show in this expository paper, such a systematic method exists

for the class of groups known as the finite reflection groups. In this case, a

very detailed and beautiful theory has been worked out in the last twenty five

years, bringing together various concepts from algebra, geometry, and
analysis. The subject matter is closely related to other mathematical
theories, such as the topology of Lie groups and the study of the Chevalley
groups. For these connections, the interested reader is referred to the books
of Bourbaki and Carter [2, 3], where further references are supplied.

We give here a brief description of the subject treated in this paper.
A linear transformation g acting on the «-dimensional vector space V is
said to be a reflection if it fixes an n - 1 dimensional hyperplane n, which
is then called the reflecting hyperplane (r.h.) of g. G is a reflection group if
it is generated by reflections. For finite reflection groups G acting on an
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«-dimensional vector space V over a field k of characteristic 0, we have the
fundamental result of Chevalley [4], stating that there are « algebraically
independent homogeneous polynomials forming an integrity basis for the
invariants of G. Conversely, we will show that if G is a finite group of linear
transformations acting on V which is not a reflection group, than any basic
set of homogeneous invariants must contain more than « elements which
are algebraically dependent. Thus we may say that the finite reflection

groups are distinguished to be those with the simplest possible type of
invariant theory.

Let du dn be the respective degrees of the basic homogeneous
invariants Iu /„, where dx < < dn. It can readily be shown that the
d- s are independent of the particular basis Iu In. We present in
chapter III two methods for computing the d- s. The first one is due to
Coxeter and Coleman [7, 8] and is restricted to the case where the underlying

field k is real. Coxeter has classified all real finite irreducible reflection

groups [6]. If such a group G acts on the «-dimensional Euclidean space
Rn, then its r.h.'s divide Rn into | G | components, called the chambers

of G. Each chamber is bounded by « r.h.'s called its walls. The reflections
in these walls generate G. Coxeter has found a remarkable relation between

the di s and the eigenvalues of the product of these generators. This relation,
first checked individually for each of the groups listed in [7], has

subsequently been proved by Coleman [8]. Coleman's Theorem (Theorem 3.8

of chapter III) may be used effectively to compute the dt's in the real case.

We also present another method due to Solomon [18] who has obtained
formula 3.27) for the d- s. Solomon's method works for all fields of characteristic

0, but cannot be used as effectively as the method of Coxeter and

Coleman in the real case.

In Chapter IV, we apply the invariant theory developed in the earlier

chapters to study a certain system of partial differential equations and

related mean value properties. We assume that G is a finite orthogonal
reflection group acting on Rn. Let I denote the set of homogeneous
invariants of positive degree. For any polynomial p (x), let p (d) be the partial
differential operator obtained by replacing each variable xt by d/dx^
Steinberg [21] has described the solution space of C00 functions satisfying
the system

1) p (5)/ 0

on some given «-dimensional region We may interpret the solutions

of 1) to be an analog of the harmonic functions, as the latter are the solutions
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nd2f
of Y —=- 0 and V x\ is the basic invariant for the orthogonal

i 1
Ô Xi z 1

group O (n) ([23] p. 53). We use Steinberg's result to describe the solution

space Sy of continuous functions on M satisfying the mean value property

2) f(x) £ f(x + tay), xel
I G I aeG

and 0 < t < sx, y denoting a fixed vector ^ 0. Observe that 2) is again an

analog of the familiar mean value property characterizing harmonic
functions ([15] p. 224). Flatto and Wiener [10] have shown that the solution

spaces to 1) and 2) are identical, provided the degrees dt are distinct and y
does not belong to a certain algebraic manifold Jt. M can be described by

equations, the latter yielding an explicit integrity basis for the invariants of G.

I have tried to keep the present paper self-contained, defining and

explaining most of the notions and results needed in it. Occasionally,
I quote some well known results of algebra, most of which can be found
in [22]. In Chapter IV we require some standard results on harmonic
functions, which may be found in [15]. In Chapter III, we require Coxeter's
classification of the irreducible finite reflection groups acting on Rn. It
would have taken us too far afield to present this matter in detail. I present
a brief exposition, without proof, of the main points of this theory which
are required in the present paper. For a quick and readable account of the

details, the reader is referred to [1].

CHAPTER I

GENERAL THEORY

1. The Main Theorem of Invariant Theory

We present in this chapter some basic notions and results of invariant
theory. We assume throughout that G is a finite group of linear transformations

acting on the finite dimensional vector space V over a given field k
of characteristic 0. n designates the dimension of V.

Definition 1.1. Let P (y) be a polynomial function on V. P (v) is
invariant of G o P (av) P (v) for a e G, v e V.

Let xu xn be a coordinate system for V. Then P (v) becomes a
polynomial which we designate by P (x). a is represented by a matrix which we
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again designate by a. For this coordinate system, the above definition takes
m

the form P (ax) P (x), a e G and x arbitrary. Let P (x) Y Pt (x),
i o

where m deg P and Pt (x) is homogeneous of degree i. Then P (ax)
m

Y (ax)- Since Pt (ax) is also homogeneous of degree i, we conclude
i=0

that P (x) is invariant under G iff Pt (x) is invariant under G for 1 < i < m.
Hence the determination of the invariants of G reduces to the determination
of its homogeneous invariants.

Definition 1.2. Let I\ (x),..., Ik (x) be invariants of G. f (x), Ik (x)
form an integrity basis for the invariants of G o any polynomial invariant
under G is a polynomial in Iu Ik.

As a concrete illustration of the above definitions, let G be the symmetric
group Sn consisting of the linear transformations x- xa(i), a being any
permutation of 1, n. The invariants of Sn are the symmetric polynomials
in x1? xn. It is well known ([22], Vol. I, p. 79) that the elementary
symmetric polynomials Ij (x) Yxh ••• xtj (1 <Ti<•••<(;<«), 1 < j < n,
form an integrity basis for all symmetric polynomials.

In the sequel, we shall use the term basis to mean integrity basis. The

following result, due to Hilbert, is the main theorem of invariant theory.

Theorem 1.1. The invariants of G have a finite basis.

We present two proofs of this theorem, due respectively to Hilbert [14]
and Noether [17].

Hilbert 's Proof : Let I denote the set of all homogeneous invariants of
positive degree. Let «/ be the ideal generated by I. By Hilbert's Basis

Theorem ([22], Vol. 2, p. 18), J> (71? Ik) where 7l5 Ik are

homogeneous invariants of positive degree. Since every invariant polynomial
is a sum of homogeneous invariants, it suffices to show that every
P in 7 is a polynomial in 7l5 Ik. Now P e I => P e «/, so that P (x)

m

I Qj <X> tj (*)•
j 1

Since P and the i/s are homogeneous, the Q- s may be chosen

homogeneous. We show that the Q- s may be chosen invariant by the following
group averaging processs. Since P (x) — P (ax) for all a e G, we have

1

(1.1) P(x) — E P(ax) E Mj (x) Ij (x),
I G I aeG j
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where

(1.2) Mj (x)1 (crx) •

I L I aeG

For cr1 e G

(1.3) Mj(alX) -2- S Ôj (crcTix) - I Ô, M, (x)
I L j aeG I ^ I creG

Thus Mj(x) is a homogeneous invariant, 1 < y < k. Since deg M.
+ deg Ij deg P and deg Ij > 0, we have deg Mj < deg P, 1 < j < k}
The proof of Theorem 1.1 now follows by induction. It obviously holds for
deg P 0 and suppose that it holds for deg P ^ m — 1. Let deg P m.

Mj is a polynomial in Iu Ik for 1 < j < k. It follows from (1.1) that P
is a polynomial in 7ls..., Ik.

Noether's Proof : We prove first a preliminary lemma. For any «-tuple

a an) of non-negative integers, let | a | ax + + an.

Lemma 1.1. Let

(xiU xin), xai x-l x°", 1 < I < TV, a «= (al5 a„)
N

being an arbitrary «-tuple of non-negative integers. £ x- is a poly-
N i= 1

nomial in the sums £ x", | a | < TV

i= 1 ;

N

Proof. For « 1, the above states the well known fact that - £ x- is
i=i

X N

a polynomial in J] xu £ x^ ([22], Vol. 1, p. 81). Suppose that the
i — 1 i 1

result holds for « - 1, « > 2. The case (<zl3 öw_l5 0) is identical with
(au an_ j). Hence the result holds for (a1? «„), 0. Suppose it
holds for {au an), where an < m (« > 2 and m > 1). We show that it
holds for an m and so, by induction, for all (au ûn). Increase an^1
by 1, decrease by 1, keeping the other a?s fixed, and call the new «-

N

tuple Z>. Let st be a denumeration of the sums £ v-, | « | < TV.

i 1

Then

j (1.4) £ x» F(si,...,Si)
j i 1

J where F F(wt,..., u.) is a polynomial in the u?s. Differentiate both
j

sides of (1.4) with respect to xy>_ t and multiply by xjV We obtain

L'Enseignement mathém., t. XXIV, fasc. 3-4. 16
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(1.5) («„_1 + i)x; x 4^(Si,...,s,)- as"

*=t 8uk— dXjj-! J"

N

If *k Z *i> C (Cl> •••' C«)> then
i 1

^ 5fc rf

ä — Xjn Cn-i Xj, d (CU C„_ 2, C„__ t - 1, C„ + 1)
0 Xj,n -1

N

It follows by summing both sides of (1.5) over y, 1 <y < N, that £ x" is
i=i

a polynomial in st, st.
We can now provide Noether's proof. Let P (x) be a homogeneous

invariant of degree m. Thus P (x) ^ ca xa, the cfl's being elements
|a| m

of We have

(1.6) *(*) T- X P(«0 I 7^7^ (*)
I tJ I

|«| m
I I '

where /a (x) J] (ax)a
<teG

By Lemma 1.1, each Ja is a polynomial in the Ja's with | a | <|G|.
It follows from (1.6) that the Ja9s, | a | < | G |, form a basis for the
invariants of G.

Comparing the two methods of proof, Noether's has the advantage of
producing an explicit basis. It is however a proof of "finite type" which
can not be generalized to continuous groups. Hilbert's proof goes through
directly for continuous compact groups acting on the Euclidean space Rn,

as we then have the notion of Haar measure and the group averaging

process can be carried out.
We observe that the basis produced by Noether's method consists of

G I Tl\
I

«

elements of degree < G The main interest in these bounds is
n J

their universality. In individual cases, they may prove to be very poor.
Consider, for instance, the case G Sn. Noether's method yields a basis

/n\+n\
of J ~ (n l)n (as n -> oo) homogeneous invariants of degrees

V n J
< n\, while in actuality there are n basic homogeneous invariants of
degree < n.

We obtain the following lower bound for the number of elements in a

basis.
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Theorem 1.2. Let Iu It form a basis for the invariants of G. We

may choose from the f s n elements which are algebraically independent

over k. Thus I > n.

Proof Let k(xu xn) be the field of rational functions in the inde-

terminates x1? xn with coefficients in k, a similar meaning being attached

to k (/l5 If We show that k (x1? x„) is a finite extension of
k (/l5 /,). Let x,- (x) xt and set

(1.7) !>,(*•)= II (X-xi(aX))=X^+
<7 EG

+ a1 X 'G' 1 + + U|G|

It is readily checked that the coefficients aj are polynomials which are

invariant under G. Thus each aj e k (/1? f). Since pt (xf) 0, we
conclude that Xj, xn are algebraic over k (/l5 /^). Hence k (xl5 x„)
is a finite extension of k /^).

Let k (<xu as) be the field obtained by adjoining al5..., as to k.
We may define the transcendence degree of ^ over k to be the maximum
number of a/s which are algebraically independent over k ([22], Vol. 1,

p. 201). We denote this degree by Tr.deg. Kjk. If we have three fields
k œ K cz L, then it is known that

(1.8) Tr.deg. Ljk Tr.deg. L/K + Tr.deg. Kjk ([22], Vol. 1, p. 202).

Apply (1.8) with L k (xl5 x„), K k (Il9 If Then
Tr.deg. Ljk n and the finiteness of L over K means that Tr.deg. L/K 0.

Hence Tr.deg. Kjk n, which means that we may choose n l/s which are
algebraically independent over k.

2. Molien's Formula

For each integer m > 0, the homogeneous invariants of degree m form
a finite dimensional vector space over k of dimension dm. We derive an
interesting and useful formula for the <5m's.

Theorem 1.3. (Molien's Formula [16]). Let co1 (<r), con (a) be the
eigenvalues of o. Then

00 1 1

(i.9) y ômtm — y
m=o \G \
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Remark. (1.9) is to be interpreted as an identity between two formal
power series. I.e. if the right side is expanded as a formal power series, then
its coefficients are identical with the <5m's.

We require the following

Lemma 1.2. Let W be the subspace fixed by G.

Then dim W V Tr (cr).\G\ito
Proof. Let [vu vr) be a basis for W and augment this to a basis

vn} for V. For g1 e G and v e V, we have

ai(£ av)Z' Z <rv,
aeG aeG aeG

so that Y g v eW.lt follows that
aeG

V GV: V:, 1 < / < r
|G| Pg,and

1

77^- Z aviZ au1 <i
I G I aeG j 1

the a if s e k. Hence

V Tr g TR Y g\ r dim W.
I gi „c \i G I ffrG y

Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let k algebraic closure of k. For any g e G,

we can find a matrix t with entries in k so that r cr t" 1 J, being diagonal

and the diagonal entries being the eigenvalues of g. Let Rm, Rm denote

respectively the space of homogeneous polynomials with coefficients

from k, k. Let (Tr cr)m trace of cr as a transformation on Rm trace

of g as a tranformation on Rm. Let (Tr d)m — trace of d as a transformation

on Rm. We have c/ (P (x)) P(c/_1x) for any polynomial P(x). In
particular, for any monomial xa, we have d (xa) coa((j_1), where œ (cr)

(cOi (cr),..., (<j)). The monomials form a basis for and Rm.

We conclude that

(1.10) (Tr a)m (Tr d)m£ ft/Or"1).
I a J m
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(1.10) and Lemma 1.2 yield

(1.11) ôm
—L X (Tra)m=j^r £ £ a/».

I G I atGIG I |„| m

Multiply both sides of (1.11) by tm and sum over m from 0 to oo. We get

00 ï 00

S S.f -TT. 1»*(")'"
m 0 I ^ I w 0 creG |a| m

-j 00 00

T7q Z (I <(*>*" - I <(*)'"}
j L I oeq m= o m — 0

_L y
1

G I ffrc(l-®i(<T)t) ...(l-®»0

CHAPTER II

INVARIANT THEORETIC CHARACTERIZATION
OF FINITE REFLECTION GROUPS

1. Chevalley's Theorem

We showed in chapter I that we can always find a finite number of
homogeneous invariants forming a basis for the invariants of G and that
this set must contain at least n elements, where n dim V. We show that
this lower bound is attained only for the finite reflection groups. We first
define these groups.

Definition 2.1. Let a be a linear transformation acting on the n-
dimensional vector space V. o is a reflection <=> a fixes an n — 1 dimensional
hyperplane n and a is of finite order > 1. % is called the reflecting hyper-
plane (r.h.) of a.

Remark. Choose v$n. and let a v £ v + /?, p e n. If £ 1, then
amv v + mp, contradicting that a is of finite order. Hence £ # 1.

Let v' v + (£-l)_1/> and choose ...,pn_1 as a basis for 7c. Then
& Pi Pb 1 < *< w ~~ 1, g f'. £ is a root of 1 in & which is distinct
from 1, as a is of finite order > 1. Thus a is a reflection iff relative to some
basis, the matrix for a is diagonal, n — 1 of the diagonal entries equalling 1

and the remaining one equalling a root of 1 in k distinct from 1.
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Definition 2.2. G is a finite reflection group acting on V o G is a

finite group generated by reflections on V.

As an example of a finite reflection group, let G Sn. It is well known
that Sn is generated by transpositions. The transposition of the variables

xh Xj (i^j) fixes the hyperplane xt — Xj 0, so that it is a reflection.
We have the following result

Theorem 2.1 (Chevalley [4]). Let G be a finite reflection group acting
on the n-dimensional vector space V. The invariants of G have a basis

consisting of n homogeneous elements which are algebraically independent

over k.

Let k [x] denote the ring of polynomials in xu
in k. We prove the following.

x„ with coefficients

Lemma 2.1. Let Iu Im be invariant polynomials of G, f $ (/2, Im)

the ideal in k [x] generated by /2, Im. Suppose that Px J\ +
+ Pm Im 0, the P^s being polynomials with P1 homogeneous. Then

Px e J, where «/ is the ideal in k [x] generated by the homogeneous
invariants of positive degree.

Proof of Lemma 2.1. The proof proceeds by induction on degiV
Suppose deg/^ 0, so that Pt c e k. If c A 0, then f e (/2, Im),

contrary to assumption. Hence c 0 =^> P1 e J. Let deg P1 n > 0.

Let a be a reflection in G and L 0 the equation of its r.h. (L is a linear

homogeneous polynomial). We have P± (x) II (x) + + Pm (x) Im (x) 0,

Pi {ox) /, (x) + + Pm {ax)4(x) 0. Hence [P, {ox)-Pl (ar)] h (x)
+... + \Pm{ax)-Pm{x)~\Im{x).ForL (x) 0, a (x) x, so that

Pi (ox) — Pt (x) 0 whenever L (x) 0, I < / < m. Since L {x) is

irreducible it follows that
Pj (ox) - P, (x)

L{x

is a polynomial, 1 < < We have

'Pi {ox) - Pi (x)

L{x)

deg

W + • • • +

Pi {ox) - P

so that by the induction hypothesis

iO)~j

Pm (ox) ~ Pm

L (x)

< deg Pi (x)

4 (X) 0
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Pi (ax)— Pi (x)
— s 0 (mod J).

L(x)
Hence P1 (ax) P1(x) (modSince the a's generate G, this con-

gruence holds for a eG. We conclude that

pi (*) ~fr,Z pi O7*) (mod
I G I geG

The polynomial £ Px (ax) is invariant and homogeneous of
\G\ tr zG

~ '

degree n > 1. Hence it e «/, so that Pxe J.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We choose 7l5 Ir to be homogeneous

invariants of positive degree forming a minimal basis for J>. Hilbert's proof
of Theorem 1.1 shows that 71? Ir form a basis for the invariants of G.

We show that 7ls Ir are algebraically independent, so that r n.

Suppose, to the contrary, that 7l5 7r are algebraically dependent.
Choose 77 (yl9 yr) to be a polynomial of minimal positive degree so

that 77(7X (x), Ir (x)) 0. Let x-degree of any monomial yl1 yarr be

d1 a 1 + + dran where dt deg It. We may assume that all x-degrees
of the monomials appearing in 77 are the same. Let

Hi(x) ^—(1tW ^W)' 1 <r-5 yt

The 77/s are invariant homogeneous polynomials, as all monomials in 77

have equal x-degree. Since H(y1,...,yn) is of positive degree, some
ô H
-— # 0, It follows that the corresponding Ht (x) # 0, as 77 was chosen
a J;
to be of minimal degree; i.e. not all 77/s 0. We relabel indices so that
771} 77s, 1 < s < r, are ideally independent (i.e. none of the 77/s is in
the ideal generated by the others) and Hs+je (771?..., Hs). 1 <j<r-s.

S

Thus Hs+j £ Vjt Hh 1 < j < r - s, where each Vn is a homo-
/= l

geneous polynomial of degree dt ~ ds+j (VJt is interpreted to be 0 if this
degree is negative). Differentiating the relation 77(7t (x), 7r (x)) 0
with respect to xk, we obtain

(2.1) £ H, 8f£ Ht + if Hs+;^i=l V xk i= 1 dxfc i 1
<3 Xfc

i-1 1=1 ^Xfc
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Since

di, dis+l- + I vir
Sxk l=1 ôxk

is homogeneous of degree dL — 1, we conclude from Lemma 2.1 that

r) T r~s r

(2.2) V,. 1 <i < s
d xk i i d xk j i

where the i?/s are homogeneous and each term in (2.2) is homogeneous of
degree dt — 1. This forces i?; 0. Multiply both sides of (2.2) by xk and

sum over k. We conclude, by Euler's identity for homogeneous polynomials,
y — s r

(2.3) diIi+ £ Vnda+lIs+l £ Ajlj
y=i

the >4/s being homogeneous with At 0.

(2.3) shows that 7f e (/l5 /£_ l5 /i+15 7r), contradicting the
minimality of the basis 7l5 7r. Hence 7l5 7r are algebraically independent
and r n.

2. The Theorem of Shephard and Todd

We obtain in this section a converse to Chevalley's Theorem, thereby
obtaining an invariant theoretical characterization of finite reflection

groups. We first prove several preliminary results.

Lemma 2.2. Let H be a finite group of linear transformations acting on
the ^-dimensional space V and fixing the n — 1 dimensional hyperplane n.
The elements of 77 have a common eigenvector v e V — n. Let o (v)
£ (er) f, cr e 77 £ is an isomorphism from H into the multiplicative group
of the roots of unity in k. It follows that 77 is a cyclic group.

Remark. The above lemma is a consequence of Maschke's Theorem

proven in section 2.3. We provide another proof below.

Proof. Let er x e 77, er x ^ e (the identity of 77). By the remark following
Definition 2.1, there exists v e V ~ n such that g]t (v) (1 v, £x being a

root of unity # 1. For ere 77, let cr (v) £ (cr) v + p (cr), £ (<r) g k and

p (cr) e 7t. Let <7* cr1
~1 n"1 cr. Then <7* (v) v + (1 ~Ci)p (o)- Since

(7* is of finite order, (1 ~Ci)P (o) 0 => p (a) 0. Hence <7 (v) £ (n) v.

£ (a) is clearly an isomorphism from 77 into £7, the multiplicative group of
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the roots of unity in k. U is known to be cyclic ([22], Vol. 1, p. 112). It
follows that C (H), a subgroup of U, is cyclic and so H is cyclic.

Theorem 2.2. Let G be a finite group acting on the n-dimensional

space V. Let /l5 /n be homogeneous polynomials forming a basis for
the invariants of G. Let du dn be the respective degrees of Iu
Then

n n

(2.4) n dt =\G\,y{dt- r
i= 1 i=1

where r number of reflections in G.

Proof By Theorem 1.2, Iu In are algebraically independent. Let

/ (x) be a homogeneous invariant of degree m. Then / is a linear combination
of the monomials 7"1 Iann where a1d1 + andn m. Furthermore,
these monomials are linearly independent over k, as Iu In are algebraically
independent over k. It follows that the dimension 3m of homogeneous
invariants of degree m number of non-negative integer solutions to
a1 dt + + an dn m. Hence

(2.5) E Smtm=
1

m~0 (l-/1)... (1

(1.9) and (2.5) yield

(2-6) -k E
I GI

aeG(1-coj (ö-)/) (1 -con{a)t)(l-/1)...(1-
Expand both sides of (2.6) in powers of (1-t). Let set of

reflections in G and (a) eigenvalue of the reflection a which # 1. We have

1 1

(2-7) 7777 I \G\ atG(1 -<j)y)(o)t) ...(1 -oj„(a)

11 11 1

I G I (1 -0"
+

I G I WW (l-0B_l +

1 " 1^ „ Jn\ n(l-t0 (i-t"") ,4Î d((i-0 -GOtt-O2 + ± (l-o'
n

y2 E w-i)11 i i 1

« n + •••

n^d-o" n (l-o-
i= 1 i=1
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Equating coefficients of (2.7), (2.8), we get

(2.9) n d, I G I £ (d,-l) 2 ^ —...
i — 1 i 1 ~ C(ff)

We evaluate the sum

X
1

:

Let 7i be any r.h. Let Hn {o | a e G and a fixes n}. Thus H% is the

subgroup of G consisting of the identity and those reflections in G with r.h. n.

Applying Lemma 2.2 to H%, we conclude that there exists v n such that
(7 (v) C (<x) v for (7 6 Hn. Let H'n H% - { e }. Since £ (<j" (£ (a))' \
we obtain

(2-10) y —1— y —ri - cm i - r '--1i-C(<7) ^,1-Utf-1)<T eH aeH
it it

L ~ i_r(ff))= ~ Li-CW; '

aeH aeH
it it

Hence

(2ii) y
1 ' H

—.
71

Summing both sides of (2.11) over all r.h. n, we get

(2.9), (2.12) yield Theorem 2.2.

Theorem 2.3. fu polynomials in the variables xl9 x„.
fl9 are algebraically independent over k o

HA>•••»/„)
# 0

d(xu

Proof. Suppose that fu ...,/„ are algebraically independent. Then
G (fx, ...9fn) 0 for some polynomial G G (yu yn). Assume that
G {yu yn) is of minimal positive degree. Differentiating this relation
with respect to xp we get
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f, 8G8f.
(2.13) £ — ...,/„) —^ 0, 1 <j <n

i=i 8yt dxj
(2.13) is a system of linear equations (with coefficients in k (x1? x„))

dG d G
in the unknowns Ht (x) (/1? 1 < f < «. -r—- # 0 for some z,

^ G
as G is not constant, and deg < deg G. It follows that the corresponding

(x) # 0. Thus the linear system (2.13) has a non-zero solution, so that
its determinant

S (A, .,/„) 0
a(xi,...,xn)

Conversely, let /l5 ...,/, be algebraically independent. For each z,

X/, /i, •••,/„ are algebraically dependent. Hence there exists a polynomial

G; (xf, yi, y„) of minimal positive degree in xt such that
Gt (xf,/l5 ...,/„) 0. Differentiating these relations with respect to xfc, we get

^ S Gi Ô f:
(2-14) £ '(.v,

j i dx^

+ 5 (*i,/l, •••,/„) 1 <fe < II
3 xt

<5i/c denoting the Kronecker symbol. (2.14) may be rewritten in matrix
notation as

($($»
where the entries of D are

8G,
~ 8;J"x,,J Ô.

d G
det D=* 0, as xf - degree of — degree of Gh 1 < < «.

d xt-

It follows from (2.15) that
d (/i>

^ ^
0(Xi,...,X„)

Theorem 2.4. (Shephard and Todd [19]). Let G be a finite group
acting on the n-dimensionalspaceV. Suppose there exists a basis of n
homogeneous polynomials for the invariants of G. Then G is a finite
reflection group.
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Proof. Let H be the subgroup of G generated by the reflections in G.

By assumption G has n basic homogeneous invariants which, by Theorem 1.2,

are algebraically independent. Since H is a finite reflection group, we
conclude from Chevalley's Theorem that H has n basic homogeneous
invariants Ju Jn which are algebraically independent. Each 4 is

invariant under H so that It It (Ju /„), the latter quantity denoting a

polynomial in the JIs. We may assume that 4 (Ju Jn) is a linear
combination of monomials Jaf Jn°n whose x-degree deg f. We have

d(h,= d(!u ...,/„)
5(x1;...,x„) d(«/j,.• • Jn)

By Theorem 2.3,
r>(T. M / 0dih,. -, h)
d(xu -, x

and (2.16) then shows that

u.
d(J1,. ;Jn)

It follows that there is a rearrangement k

dlkl dlkKn

ô J1
'

JTn

# o,

Hence Ik. (Ju Jn) is of positive degree in J\ and deg Ik. > deg /j,
1 </</?. Applying Theorem 2.2 both to G and H, we obtain

n n

(2.17) n deg JiI H|, n deg/; |G|
i= 1 i= 1

n n

(2.18) y (deg — 1) y (deg /; - 1) r
i= 1 i= 1

where r number of reflections in G number of reflections in H.
Since deg 4. > deg 4, 1 < i < n% we conclude from (2.18) that

n n

deg Ik. deg 4, 1 < i < n. Hence ]~[ deg It deg Jh and we
i =1 7 1

conclude from (2.17) that | G | | H \ Thus G H and G is a finite
reflection group.
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À T7
0(1^ In)

3. A Formula for
ô (xl5 xn)

We obtain a formula which shall be used in Chapter III.

n-Theorem 2.5. Let G be a finite reflection group acting on the

dimensional space V. Let /x, In be a basic set of homogeneous invariants

for G. Let x be a coordinate system for V and Lt (x) 0, 1 < ir,
the r.h. 's for G, each Lt being linear and homogeneous. Then

(2-19) c " Li(x)
O {X1, xn) i= 1

c being a constant ^ 0.

Proof Let J the left hand side of (2.19). We observe that / is a non-zero
n

homogeneous polynomial of degree (dt-1). By Theorem 2.2,
i 1

n

£ (dt- 1) — r, so that deg / r. If k is the real field R, we have the
i 1

following simple proof of (2.19). I( It (x1? x„), 1 < I < n, is a mapping
from x-space to /-space. This mapping is not 1 — 1 in any neighborhood
of a point x lying in the r.h. Lt (x) 0, as any point and its reflection get

mapped into the same point I. It follows from the Implicit Function
Theorem that J (x) 0. whenever Lt (x) 0. Thus Lt | /, 1 < i < r,

r r

and so ]^J Z,£ | J. Since J, Lt have the same degree r, we have
i=l i 1

r

J C Lh C 0.
i 1

For an arbitrary field k, the theorem is proven as follows. Let n be

an r.h. with equation L (x) 0 and H the subgroup of h elements in G

fixing 7i. Thus there are h — 1 reflections in G with r.h. n. We show that
Lh~l I J. By Lemma 2.2, H is a cyclic group generated by an element u.
Furthermore there exists v $n and a primitive /z-th root of 1 such that
cr (v) £ v. Choose a coordinate system y {yu yn) in V so that %

has the equation yn 0 and v (0, 0, 1) o then becomes the
transformation (yu yn_l9 yn) -*(yu l5 £yn). Let x ry and Jt(y)

It (ty), 1 < i < n. We have

(2.20) >~,yn-i,yn)> 1 <i <w
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Let Ji the Am's being polynomials in yï,...,y„-1.
(2.20) implies that Am 0 whenever hm,sothat A0,0 <m <A- 1.

Since

we conclude

Hence

(2.21)

Since

dJi
\ — Y A vm~

/.-1

rf-1

d J,
1 < i < n

8 y„

d (Ju J„)

3(yi, .-.,y„) '

3 (Jl5...,/„)
J (x) - det t8(yi, ,y„)(2.21) is equivalent to Lh~l(x)| J(x).Itfollows that if L,- (x) 0,

r r
1 < / < r, are the r.h.'s for G, then Yl | J. But /, Yl Li have the

same degree r, so that J c ]~[ Ltc ^ 0.
i= 1

4. Decomposition of Finite Reflection Groups

We shall decompose every finite reflection group into a direct product of
irreducible ones and show that it suffices to study the invariant theory of
the irreducible groups.

Definition 2.3. Let the group G act on V. G is said to be reducible

iff there exists a proper subspace W invariant under G; i.e. a w e W for
g e G, w e W. G is said to be completely reducible iff V Vl © V2$

V1 and V2 being proper invariant subspaces. G is said to be irreducible iff
it is not reducible.

Theorem 2.6. (Maschke [22], Vol. 2, p. 179). Let G be a finite group
acting on the vector space V. If G is reducible, then it is completely reducible.

Proof Let V1 be a proper invariant subspace of V. Let V2 be a

complementary subspace. Thus for v e V, we have a unique decomposition
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v vt + v2,vieVi(i=1,2). Let >/v i>2 and set t —— E 1 *•

IM <tsG

z satisfies the following:

i) z g & a z, a 6 G. For a z —— £ o* o"i (crcr J"1 cr z a
I G I a^G

ii) t vt « 0, g Ft. For (j-1^ e f1? (Tg(j, so that ^cr"1^1=0
=> t 0

iii) (1 -t) v g Kla v g F, 1 denoting the identity of G. For (1 -rj) v e Vu so

that (1 — rj) <7~1 v e V\ ==> g (1 — q) cr~1 v e Vl9 o e G. It follows that

(1-1)« —!- E a(i-i)«7"1 ve vi-
I G I aeG

Let V2 — t V. V'2 is invariant under G as a (zv) — z (ov). For any v,

v zv + (1 — z)v. It follows from iii) that V V1 + V2. ii), iii) imply

t (1 —t) — 0 o z — t2. Hence zv2 v2 for v2 e V2. Let v1 + v2 0,

where v1 e Vl9 v2 e V2. Applying z to both sides, we get v2 0 and so

v1 0. Hence V =* Vx © V2.

Repeated application of Maschke's Theorem yields the

Corollary. Let G be a finite group acting on the finite-dimensional
vector space V. Then V - Vx © © Vs, the V-s being invariant sub-

spaces of V and G acting irreducibly on each Vt.

For finite reflection groups, we have

Theorem 2.7. Let G be a finite reflection group acting on V. There

exists a decomposition V V1 © © Vs into invariant subspaces such

that :

1) Let Gt G\v. group of restrictions of elements of G to Vt. Then G

is isomorphic to Gt x x Gs

2) Each Gh 1 < i < y, is a reflection group acting irreducibly on Vt.

Proof By the corollary to Theorem 2.6, there exists a decomposition
V V1 © © Vs, the Vi s being invariant subspaces and Gt irreducible
for 1 < I < s. We label the V/s so that Vu Vr are 1-dimensional and
G \ v. identity.

By the remark following Definition 2.1, for each reflection cr there exists

an eigenvector v e V - n, n being the r.h. for a. Call v a root of G. We have

(2.22) dim (Vi + n) + dim (Vinn) dim Vt + dim n
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If Vi 4= 7i, then Vt + n V and we conclude from (2.22) that dim Vt
dim (Vinn) + 1. I.e. V{ n n is a hyperplane in V{ and o \v. a reflection

on Vt. Choose u e Vt — n so that u is an eigenvector of a. u is a multiple of
the root v, so that v e VThus a \v. is a reflection of V{ if v e Vb and the

identity if v $ Vt Furthermore, each root v is in some Vh r + 1 < i < s,

otherwise the corresponding reflection a would have been the identity.

Let Gt =*= subgroup generated by those reflections whose roots are in

Vh 1 < z < s. It is readily checked that G G1 x x Gs, Gt Gf |K..

If cr g G; and a |K. identity then a identity. The mapping a -> a \v. is

thus an isomorphism from Gt onto Gt.

Theorem 2.8. Let G be a finite reflection group acting on V and

decompose V as in Theorem 2.7. Every polynomial invariant under G is a

polynomial in the invariant polynomials of G1? Gs.

Proof. For each v e V, write v v% + + vs, vt e Vt. By Theorem 2.7,
for each a e G, we may write o v v1 + + os vs, cr^ e Gt. For any

N

polynomial function p (v) on V, we have p (v) £ (^) pis (vs)
i 1

where ptj (vfi is a polynomial function on Fy. If p (v) is invariant under G,

then

(2.23) P(v)=f£ p{av)y IM-IMI G I j=1
where

(2-24) £ ,>,,.(<7/',.)
I I ff/eGy

is an invariant of Gj.

CHAPTER III

THE DEGREES OF THE BASIC INVARIANTS

We determine the degrees of the basic homogeneous invariants in case

G is a finite reflection group. We present two different methods. The first
one (Theorem 3.8), restricts itself to the case where k is the real field and
has the advantage of providing an effective method for computing the
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degrees. The second method (Theorem 3.14) is valid for an arbitrary field

of characteristic 0, but is less effective than the first in the real case.

We first prove that the degrees of the basic invariants are independent
of any particular basis.

Theorem 3.1. Let G afinite reflection group acting on the n-dimensional

vector space V. Let f, In be homogeneous polynomials of respective

degrees dx < < dn forming a basis for the invariants of G. du dn

are independent of the chosen basis 71? In.

Proof Let Ju Jn be another set of homogeneous invariants forming a

basis for the invariants of G. Let d[ < < d'n be the respective degrees

of Ju Jn. We must show that d- di9 1 < i < n. If not, then let i0
be the smallest i such that d'iQ ^ diQ, say d'iQ < diQ. Each Jt is a polynomial
in those 7-s whose degree < deg Jt. It follows that for 1 < z < z0,

Ji Pi Vi,-,Pi (Ji, -,J;0-i)being a polynomial in^,
Hence Ju JiQ are algebraically dependent over k ([22], Vol. 1, p. 181),

contradicting that Ju ...,/„ are algebraically independent over k
(Theorem 1.2). Thus d[ «= di9 1 < I < n.

Theorem 3.1. shows that the numbers dl9 dn are determined by G.
We shall give an effective method for the computation of the d\s in case
the underlying field k is real. We first digress to discuss the classification
of the finite real reflection groups.

1. The Classification of the Finite Real Reflection Groups

These groups have been classified by Coxeter [6]. We give here a brief
description of the theory, as we require it for the computation of the d[s.

We first observe that we may assume G to be orthogonal.

Theorem 3.2. Let G be a finite group acting on the n-dimensional
Euclidean space Rn. There exists a non-singular transformation t on Rn
such that the group t 1 G % consists of orthogonal transformations.

Proof Let P (x) £ (ax, ox) where x (xl5 xn) and (x, y) is
asG

the inner product of x and y. For x # 0, each (ax, ax) > 0 so that
P(x) > 0. Furthermore for aleG,P(a1x) £ (aa^aa^)

<tbG

Yj (ax> <*x) P (*)• Thus P (x) is a positive definite quadratic form
(teG

L'Enseignement mathém., t. XXIV, fasc. 3-4. 17
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invariant under G. Choose x t y so that P (ty) (y, y). We have

(t~ Vty, r~ 1(iTy) ~ P (erry) P (ty) (y, y), a e G, so that the
transformations t~ 1

er t are orthogonal.
Thus all transformations of G become orthogonal after a suitable

linear change of variables. We assume from now on that G is orthogonal.
If G is a finite reflection group, this condition is equivalent to demanding
that all reflections of G are orthogonal. I.e. for any reflection cr, a fixes all
vectors in the r.h. n and o (V) — v9 iff v is perpendicular to n. The two
unit vectors perpendicular to % are called roots of G. The set of all roots is

called the root system of G.

Definition 3.1. Let F be a region of Rn, G a finite group acting on Rn.

F is a fundamental region for G iff:

i) a1 F n a2 F $ whenever a1 ^ cr2,

ii) Rn u <7 F, F being the closure of F.
creG

We remark that it suffices to know i) for a 1 e9 the identity of G.

For a1 F n cr2 F F iff erf 1 (oqFno^F) F n erf
1

cr2 F F. If F is a

fundamental region, then so is o F, o e G. The group G permutes these

fundamental regions and acts transitively on them.

Theorem 3.3. Let G be a finite reflection group acting on R\ Assume

that the roots of G span Rn (G is then called a Coxeter group). The

complement of the union of the r.h. 's of G consist of | G | fundamental regions
called the chambers of G. G permutes these chambers and acts transitively
on them. Each chamber F is bounded by n r.h.'s called the walls of F. Let

ru rn be the n roots perpendicular to the n walls Wl9 Wn and

pointing into F, and let Rt be the reflection in Wt. The r-s are linearly
independent and rt • /y — cos nlpij9 pu 1 and ptj being an integer

>2 if i ^ j- The Rt s generate G.

We have F {x | x • rt > 0, 1 <z<«}. F may also be described as

follows. Choose {r'u r'n} to be the dual basis to {ru rn}; i.e.
n

(rh rfl Sij. For any x9 x — ^ (x'rù Thus
i 1

n

F {x\x Yj ^ir'u > 0 f°r 1 < i < n)
i _ 1

F is thus a wedge with n walls, the vectors r[ lying along its edges. The

angle between the walls Wi9 Wj (/V j) is readily seen to be n/p^. We refer
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to {ru rn) as a fundamental system of roots and to jR1? Rn as a

fundamental system of reflections.
As a simple illustration of the above concepts, we choose G to be the

group of symmetries of a regular n-gon pn. G is then called the dihedral

group of order 2n and we denote it by H2. Assume that the center of the

polygon is at the origin. We choose in this case two rays lt, l2 emanating
from the origin making an angle n/n, one of the rays passing through a

vertex of pn, the other through a mid-point of a side of pn (see the diagram
where n 4). F is the wedge with sides lu l2. The reflections in lu l2

generate H2.
Diagram 3.1

For any Coxeter group G acting on Rn, we introduce the associated
Coxeter graph as follows. Let ^ consist of n points, called the nodes
and label these as 1, n. We set up the 1 — 1 correspondence z rh
ru r#I being the fundamental root system of Theorem 3.3. The z-th and
y-th node (z Ay) are joined by a branch iff (zy, rj) A 0. If this be the case
then ptj > 3; we mark the branch joining z to j by ptj whenever ptj > 3,
and omit a mark if ptj 3. Eg. the graph associated with H2 is o o

n
for n 3 and o o for n>4.

The motivation for the rather artificial looking definition of % stems
from the following facts.

Theorem 3.4. Let G be a Coxeter group acting on R". G is irreducible
iff its corresponding graph is connected.

Proof. If the graph of Ghas more than one component, then the root
system 0t 01

x u where 0l2 are disjoint and non-empty, the roots
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in 01 ^ being perpendicular to those in 0t2. Let V be the span of the roots
in 0k ^ If o is a reflection corresponding to a root in 0k u then a \v is a

reflection of V. If a is a reflection corresponding to a root in ^2, then

a \v identity. Since the reflections generate G, V is a proper invariant
subspace.

Conversely, let F be a proper invariant subspace of G. Then so is the

orthogonal complement V1. The proof of Theorem 2.7 shows that every
root is either in Vor V1. Since the roots span Rn, there are roots both in V
and V1. Since the roots in M n V are perpendicular to those of M n V±,

the graph of G consists of at least two components.
Coxeter has found all graphs corresponding to the irreducible Coxeter

groups. We have the following classification.

Theorem 3.5. Let $ be a connected Coxeter graph. The following list
exhausts the possibilities for <3.

Diagram 3.2

A„ (n>\)
Bn (n>2)

Dn (n>4)

o o o o——o
4

O O O o o

0\
>o- -o o-

o7

Hn2(n>5)

-o o

o o o o
4

o o o o

o o o o o

i

o

o o o o o o

o

-o- -o o o

I

o
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In each case the subscript denotes the number of nodes. The above list

yields all irreducible Coxeter groups up to conjugacy. I.e. two irreducible

groups which are conjugate subgroups of the orthogonal group have the

same graph and conversely.
We give a brief description of the groups listed above.

An. Let Sn+1 be the symmetric group of linear transformations x- xa(i),
1 < z < n + 1, a (z) being any permutation of 1+ 1. Let V

{x\x1 + + xn+1 0} and A„ Sn+1 \v. An is the group of
symmetries of the regular zz-simplex whose vertices are the permutations of

(-1, -1,«).
Bn is the group of symmetries of the n cube with vertices (± 1,..., +1). It
consists of the 2n n\ linear transformations x\ ± xa(i), 1 <z < n,

the + signs being chosen independently and a (z) an arbitrary permutation
of 1, n.

Dn consists of the 2"_1 n\ linear transformations x[ + xa(i), 1 < z <Z7,

where o (z) is any permutation of 1, n and the number of - signs is

even. It is readily checked that Dn is a subgroup of index 2 in Bn.

Hi is the dihedral group of 2 n symmetries of the regular n-gon.
/3 is the icosahedral group, i.e. the group of symmetries of the icosahedron.

/4, F4 are the groups of symmetries of certain 4-dimensional regular poly-
topes described in ([5], p. 156)

E6, En, E8 are the groups of symmetries of certain polytopes in R6, R7, R8

known as Gosset's figures and described in ([5], p. 202)

An inspection of diagram 3.2 reveals that the graphs are of two types,
those consisting of one chain and those consisting of three chains joined
at a node. We refer to these graphs and their associated groups as being
of types I and II. It can be shown that the groups of type I are precisely
those which are the groups of symmetries of the regular polytopes ([5],
p. 199).

The following theorem gives a complete description of all finite
reflection groups acting on Rn.

Theorem 3.6. Let G be a finite reflection group acting on Rn. Rn is a
direct sum ofmutually orthogonal subspaces V0, Vu Vk with the following
properties.

1) Let Gt G/v. the restrictions of the elements of G to Vv Then G
is isomorphic to G0 x G1 x x Gk.

2) G0 consists only of the identity transformation on V0.
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3) Each Gh 1 < i < k9 is one of the groups described in Theorem 3.5.

G is a Coxeter group iff V0 0.

The proof of Theorem 3.6 is identical with that of Theorem 2.7. We

simply observe that we may now choose the V-s to be mutually orthogonal.

2. The Computation of the Degrees

for Real Finite Reflection Groups

Let G be a finite irreducible orthogonal reflection group acting on the

«-dimensional Euclidean space Rn. Let F be a fundamental region as

described in Theorem 3.3 and Rl9 Rn the n reflections in the walls of F.

We shall relate the degrees du dn of the basic homogeneous invariants
to the eigenvalues of R1 Rn. We first prove

Theorem 3.7. Let o (/) be any permutation of 1, n. Then R1 Rn

is conjugate to Ra{1) Ra{n)

Proof. Observe that R1 (R1...Rn) Rt R2 Rn Rx so that all cyclic
permutations yield conjugate transformations. We may also permute any
two adjacent R- s for which the corresponding walls are orthogonal, as

the Rts then commute. Theorem 3.7 will then follow from the following

Lemma 3.1. Let pu ...,pn be nodes of a tree T. Any circular arrangement

of 1, n can be obtained from a sequence of interchanges of pairs
4j which are adjacent on the circle and for which ph pj are not linked in T.

Proof ofLemma 3.1. We proceed by induction, the result being obvious
for 7? 1 or 2. We may assume that pn is an end node of the tree, i.e. it
links to precisely one other node. We first rearrange 1, n — 1 as we
wish. To show that this can be done, we just consider the possibility

inj where pu pj are not linked. If phpn are not linked, then we

interchange first i, n and then /, /, obtaining nji If pj9pn are not
linked, then we first interchange /, n and then /, i, obtaining jin
We may therefore arrange 1, n — 1 in the desired order. Shifting n in
one direction, which is permissible as n just fails to commute with one

element, we obtain the desired arrangement of 1, ...,/?.
In view of Theorem 3.7, the eigenvalues of R1 Rn are independent

of the order in which the R- s appear. They are also independent of the

particularly chosen F. For let F' be another fundamental region as described

in Theorem 3.3. Then F' o F9 o e G. The reflections in the walls of F'
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are given by R[ a Rt a 1 < i < n, so that Rx... Rn - cr Rt Rn o 1.

The main result of the present section is the following

Theorem 3.8 (Coleman [8]). Let Rx... Rn have order h. Let Ç

e2nl/h. The eigenvalues of Rx Rn are given by 1 < j < n,

the djS being the degrees of the basic homogeneous invariants of G.

Theorem 3.8. was first obtained by Coxeter [7], who verified this fact

for each group listed in Theorem 3.5. Coleman [8] supplied a general proof,
using the fact that the number of reflections \ nh. This fact, which was

at first known only by individual verification [7], was proven by Steinberg

[20]. In view of Theorem 3.8, the numbers Mj dj — 1 are usually
referred to as the exponents of the group G.

We begin by proving Steinberg's result, needed for the proof of
Coleman's theorem. We require a preliminary lemma and employ the following
terminology. Let A (al7) be an n x n matrix with non-negative entries.

We associate with A a graph ^ consisting of n nodes, connecting the
nodes z, j iff a^ > 0. A is said to be connected iff ^ is connected.

Lemma 3.2. Let A (au) be a symmetric connected matrix. The

largest eigenvalue 2 of A is positive and a corresponding eigenvector e can
be chosen all of whose entries are positive.

Remark. The above is a special case of a theorem of Frobenius
concerning the eigenvalues of matrices with non-negative entries [13]. Indeed
the symmetry of A is not required. This extraneous assumption permits
for a somewhat simpler proof and suffices for our purposes.

n n

Proof Let Q (x) Y Y atj xt Xj be the quadratic form asso-
j=l

n

ciated with (aif). Then X Max Q (x) > 0, where \\x ||2 x
||*|| i i= i

Chooser (y j, vn), ||^ [j l,sothatß(v) X and let e (eu e„),
where et | |, 1 < i < n. Then et > 0, 1 < i < n, and || e || 1. As
all au > 0 and || e || 1, we have X Q (y) < Q (e) < 2, so that Q (e)

2. The latter implies Ae Xe. It remains to show that each et > 0.

Choose ej > 0. Because of the connectivity assumption, we may choose

j\, ...,yf j so that aijt, ah jv ajr_iJ are all > 0. The relation 2 ejr_i
n

Yj ajr-t>k ek shows that ejr_ > 0. Repeating this reasoning r times,
k 1

we conclude that each et > 0.
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Theorem 3.9 (Steinberg [20]). Let h order of R1 Rn, r
nh

number of reflections in G. Then r —.

Proof We may label the walls of the fundamental region F so that
Wt Ws are mutually perpendicular, and Ws+i9 Wn are mutually
perpendicular (I.e. if the nodes corresponding to Wu Ws are black and
those corresponding to Ws+l9 Wn are white, then each black node is
linked only to white nodes and conversely). Let E1 Ws+1 n n Wn9

E2 — W\ n n Ws. Thus in terms of the dual basis {r-}, Ex is the linear

span of rf r's and E2 the linear span of r's+l9 r'n. Let S Rs+1 Rn,

T jR15 i?s and denote the orthogonal complement of Eh i 1,2,
by The restriction of S to denoted by SEl, is the identity rs+1?
form a basis for Tq1. Since they are orthogonal to each other, Rt rj — 0

for i # j, s -H 1 < z, j < n9 so that - identity. Similarly T£2

identity, TE^ — identity. We require the following

Lemma 3.3. Let G0 be the n x n matrix (fri9 zy)) and I the n x n

identity matrix. I — G0 is connected. Thus, by Lemma 3.2, I — (70 has a

biggest positive eigenvalue 2 and a corresponding eigenvector e with
s n

positive entries. Let o £ r-, t J] The plane 7t,
i 1 i s + 1

determined by a and t, has non-trivial intersection with E± and E2. It
follows that SK (Tn) is a reflection of n in the line through a (t).

Proof The entries of I — G0 are > 0, as (zy, zy) < 0 whenever i # j.
The irreducibility of G is equivalent to saying that I — G0 is connected. Let

(î A\ (B C
G0 ,/r ^o1

^4'// \C'7>y

where ^4, C are s x n — s matrices (we use I to denote the identity matrix
n

for various degrees; here degree / s). The relations zy £ (zy, zy) zy,
n j 1

z*,' £ (r-, zy) zy, 1 < z < zz, show that G0_1 ((zy, zy)). Since GÖ1 Go
z=i

7, we have

(3.1) £,4 + C C' + Dv4' 0

Let e1 be the vector consisting of the first ^ components of e, e2 the vector

*) Geometrically, the directions of a, t are those in EE2 which produce the
smallest angle. To prove this, one solves this minimum problem by the method of
multipliers. Lagrange's equations lead to (3.2.).
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consisting of the last n - s components of e. The equation (/- G0) e -
becomes

(3.2) Ae2 + A e1 A' e1 + A e2 0

(3.1), (3.2) imply

(3.3) ABe1- Ce2AD e2 - C e1 =0.
s n

Let (7 X ei r'i> xZ ei r'i- (3.3) may be rewritten as
1=1 / s + 1

(3.4) ri • (XG - t) 0, 1 </ <5,
r['{Xx—G) 0, s + 1 <i <n.

The vectors X g — t, It - d are A 0 and in 71. (3.4) states that
X a — t e Ei, Xx-geE^. Since geEu g' X g - t eE\, we have

S (g) g, S (g') -g'. I.e. SK is a reflection in the line through g.

Similarly, Tn is a reflection in the line through t.
We now return to the proof of Theorem 3.9. Let H be the subgroup

generated by S, T. ffn is the group generated by SK, Tn. Let

F0 {v \v xg + yx, x, y >0} F n 71

F0 is a fundamental region for Hn. For let y e Ef, yn ^ L Then y ^ I
and we have ynF n F y F n F n 7i <P. Rn is a rotation of n through
twice the angle between g and t. We show that ord Rn h. For let
ord R% k. Since Rh /, L we have k < /z. Choose p e F0.
Rk (p) Rkn (p) p so that RkFnF ^ <p ^ Rk I => h < k. Thus

2k
h k. It follows that F0 is an angular wedge of angular width — and

h

F[n is a dihedral group of order 2h. The h transforms of g are contained in
precisely (n — s) r.h.'s. The h transforms of t are contained in precisely s

r.h.'s. Every r.h. of G has a non-trivial intersection with n. Since each of
the transforms of F0 is contained in a chamber of G and each chamber is

free of r.h.'s, these r.h.'s meet n only at the transforms of g and t. Counting
the r.h.'s at the transforms of g and t, we obtain the count h s + h (n - s)

h n. Each r.h. is however counted twice, as it intersects n in a line and
h n

thus meets two of the g and t transforms. Hence r —
2

As a by product of the above proof, we obtain the following result
required to establish Theorem 3.8.
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Theorem 3.10. £ e2nl/h is an eigenvalue of R. Corresponding to £,

we may choose an eigenvector v not lying in any r.h. (Note: if v is complex,
then v is said to lie in the r.h. n iff L (v) 0, L (x) 0 being the equation
Of 71).

Proof Assume first that the R-s are labeled as in the proof of
Theorem 3.9; i.e. the walls Wl9 Ws are mutually perpendicular as are
also Ws+l9 Wn. Let n be the plane of Lemma 3.3. We choose two
orthonormal vectors vl9v2 in n suchthat vx is not contained in any r.h.
of G and

2 71 2 71

R (?q) cos — v1 + sin — v2
h h

(3-5)
2 71 2 71

R (v2) — sin — v1 + cos — v2
h h

Let v — v1 — iv2• We conclude from (3.5) that R (v) e2l7l/h v. Thus v is

an eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue £ e2ln/h. v is not in any
r.h. of G as v1 is not in any r.h. of G.

For an arbitrary labeling of indices, choose a permutation /l5 in

of 1, ...,72 so that the above reasoning applies to R' Ri± Rin. By
Theorem 3.7. R Rx Rn o R! for some a eG. Hence R{av)

£ (av). Since the r.h.'s are permuted by cr, we conclude that ov is also

not contained in any r.h. of G.

We also require

Theorem 3.11. 1 is not an eigenvalue of R.

Remark. In Theorem 3.12 we obtain the characteristic equation of R,
from which we may obtain Theorem 3.11. The following proof is shorter
and avoids any explicit matrix representation for R.

Proof Let n be the r.h. corresponding to the root r and o the reflection
in 7t. Then v' ov becomes

(3.6) vf v — 2(y9r) r

Suppose that Rl Rnv v, o R2 Rnv Rx v. Repeated
application of (3.6) shows that R2 Rnv v + X2 r2 + + An rn9 X2, Xn

being real numbers depending on v. Hence

(3.7) v + X2 r2 + + Xn rn v — 2 (v9 rf) r±

Since rl9 rn are linearly independent we must have (y9 rx) 0

o R± v v9 so that R2 Rnv v. Repeating the reasoning, we con-
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elude (v, rt) « 0, 1 </</?,=> v 0. Thus 1 is not an eigenvalue

of Rx
We can now provide the

Proof of Theorem 3.8. Let vu vn be linearly independent eigenvectors
of R with v1 chosenas in Theorem 3.10; i.e. vx corresponds to the eigenvalue
c e2ln/h and does not lie in any r.h. of G. Let xu xn be a coordinate

system adapted to vu vn. As Rh /, all eigenvalues of R are h-th roots
of I. By Theorem 3.11, 1 is not an eigenvalue of R. Hence the
eigenvalues of R are (mi, tfln where mt 1 and 1 < m1 < < mn

h — 1, 1 < i < n. R is given by x- 1 < / < n.
Let 71? ...,/„ be a basic set of homogeneous invariants of G of respective

degrees d1 < < dn. By Theorem 2.5,

3(Ji, /„)j —L_ü/ ^ o
S(x1; ...,x„)

off the r.h.'s of G. Hence / # 0 whenever x (xt, 0, 0), 0.

It follows that there exists a permutation (/) of 1 to such that

dltrfeo o) # o
dxj

for x10 and 1 < i< n.Thismeans that the x\i_l coefficient of

-— # 0 => Xj' Xjdxj
coefficient of 7; # 0, 1 < i<T«.Hence each xf''1 Xj is invariant under
I.e.

(3.8) (di-1)+ rrij s 0 (mod 1 </ <n
Rewrite (3.8) as

(3-9) di-1i (h — mj) + eth, 1 <i <n
where each s; is an integer > 0. Let The eigenvalues of
occur in pairs, so that the set of numbers {m]} is identical with {my}. Summing

both sides of (3.9) from i 1 to / n, we get

(31°) Î (di-1£ m'j (£ e,)A
i 1 j•i i i
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By Theorem 2.2, Y (^~1) r• Since
i 1

(3.11) E miE (h- mj) n- y m-
j=1 J=1 j=1

we also have mj We conclude from Theorem 3.9 that
jäI 2

n n n

Yj (ßi — 1) X! m'j- (3-10) shows that Y si 0 => £,• 0,1 < / < n.
1=1 j 1 i 1

It follows from (3.9) that dt ~ 1 mi5 1 < z < «.

To make effective use of Coleman's Theorem, we need the explicit
expression for the characteristic equation of R.

Theorem 3.12 (Coxeter [5], p. 218). The characteristic equation of
R R1 jR„ is given by

(3.12)

1 + A
Àa12 Xaln

1 + A

'21 2 $23 2 £Z2

1 + 2
an,n — 1

0

where —cos (njpij), 1 < z,y < n.

Proof Let v — cr v' where <j is a reflection in the r.h. perpendicular to
the root r.
Then

(3.13) v v' — 2 (v'-r)r

We use (3.13) to obtain the matrix for Rj relative to the basis rf r'n.

n r n

Let v E xi r'i> v'E x* W- Then v' ry xj, r} E ay r).
i l i=l t 1

Substituting into (3.13), we get

(3.14)

Let

a Rjv' o xt Xi — 2üijx'j, 1 <i <n

£) JR1 f(1), ^(1) R2 v(2\ zz(n~1} Rnv(n)
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n

so that v RtRnv(n).Supposethat vü) £ x;0) 1 <y <«.
i 1

We conclude from (3.14) that

Xi x- - 2ua x/
X- xt" - 2ai2x2"1 < <
A:'" " X,<"> - 2fl;„ X„(,,>

(3.15)

Let y,: x«\ 1 <«'<«. For each we rewrite (3.15) as

(3.16)

xt' - Xi jq
xi' - x-2 >>2

Fi - Af(,'-1) 2aiiFi

(3.17)

x,-(i + 1) - F; 2a;)i+1 Fi+i
X;(i+2> _Xj(/+D 2fly+2 Fi + 2

xp"' - xi" 1} 2ainyn00

Adding up respectively the equations in (3.16), and (3.17), we obtain

(3.18)

(3.19)

-x; X 2ii;/ V; + 1 <i <n
j =i

n

Xj(,,) X 2aijyj+ Fi> 1 <i < n
i=i +1

(3.18), (3.19) may be abbreviated as

(3.20) -x Ay,x(n)

where

1

2$21

(3.21) ^

2u„i 2a„

the entries above the diagonal being zero.
Hence x — A (A')~1 x(n\ so that -A {A')'1 is the matrix for

R Rx Rn relative to the basis r'u r'n. The characteristic equation
for R is thus given by
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(3.22) -A{AT 271=0
A + 2 A'

0

which is the same as (3.12).
We rewrite the characteristic equation in a more symmetric form.

Suppose first that G is of type I. We label nodes of the graphs in diagram 3.2

from left to right as 1, n. Thus atj 0 whenever y > 1. Multiplying
first the z-th row of the determinant in (3.12) by 2(l 1)/2, 1 < z < n, then
the y-th column by 2_-//2, 1 <y < n, we get

(3.23)

where A
21/2 + 2~1/2

A

0

If G is of type //, then the nodes on the principal chain are labeled from
left to right as 1 to n — 1, the remaining node being labeled n. The /-7th

node is linked to the qth node. Let z" z, y" j, 1 < z, j </z — 1,

and I' j' q + 1 whenever z or j n. Multiply first the z-th row
v — 1

of the determinant in (3.12) by 2 2 ,1 < z < n, then the y-th column by
À~r/2. We obtain again (3.23). We have proven

Corollary. The characteristic equation of R is given by (3.23).

We illustrate the use of Coleman's Theorem by computing the d- s for
the icosahedral group /3. In this case the characteristic equation (3.23)
becomes

(3.24)

0

A

— cos

0

71

— cos -5 0

The roots of (3.24) are readily computed to be e 10 C5> (9- It
follows from Coleman's Theorem that d± 2, d2 6, d3 10.
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3. Tabulation of the Degrees

Theorem 3.8 can be used to compute the degrees of the basic

homogeneous invariants of G, in case G is an irreducible reflection group

acting on R". This has been done in [7], and we tabulate these degrees

below

Group di, dn

A„ (n>\ 2, n + 1 '

Bn (n>2) 2, 4, In
D„ (n>4) 2, 4, n, 2ft — 4, 2n — 2

Hl(n>5) 2, ft

E6 2, 5, 6, 8, 9, 12

En 2, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 18

Es 2, 8, 12, 14, 18,20, 24, 30

E4 2, 6, 8, 12

h 2, 6, 10

h 2, 12, 20, 30

We observe that in each case, d1 2. This can be seen as follows.
Suppose that there existed a homogeneous invariant I (x) of degree 1. Since

I (ax) I (x) whenever a e G, the hyperplane {x | / (x) 0} would be a

proper invariant subspace of G, contradicting that the latter is irreducible.
Hence there are no homogeneous invariants of degree 1 and d1 > 2. On

n

the other hand, £ xf is invariant under G as G is orthogonal. It follows
i i

n

that dx 2, with corresponding invariant Ix £ xf.
i — 1

In applying Theorem 3.8, we must find the roots of the characteristic
equation (3.23). In some cases, this is a rather tedious computation. For
the groups An, Bn, Dn Hi we can exhibit a basis of homogeneous invariants
without the use of Theorem 3.8. We require

Theorem 3.13. Let G be a finite reflection group acting on the n-dimen-
sional vector space V over a given field k. Let Pu Pn be homogeneous
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invariants of G of respective degrees ku P1? Pn form a basis

for the invariants of G o kx k.n \ G | and

d(Pu ...,Pn)
A ———— ^ 0

d(xlt xn)

Proof By relabeling indices, we may assume kl < < kn. The => part
of the theorem is contained in Theorems 1.2, 2.2, 2.3. Conversely, let
k1 kn I G I and A ^ 0. Thus Pl5 Pn are algebraically independent.
Let /1? In be basic homogeneous invariants of respective degrees

dl9...,dn. Suppose kt dh 1 < i < z0, but kt +1 < dt +1. Then

P1?...,P;0+1 are polynomials in 71? It implying that Pl,...,Pn are

algebraically dependent, a contradiction. Hence kt > 1 ^ / < n. Since
w n

n di n kt =* j G |, we must have kt dh 1 < / < n.
i— 1 i= 1

Let <5m dim 0 < m < go, £/m being the space of homogeneous
invariants of degree m. Then <5m number of non-negative integral solutions

to 7i d1 + + dn m. This number also equals the number of monomials

P^1 P^n which are of degree ra. The algebraic independence of
Pl5 P„ implies that these dm monomials are linearly independent over k.
Thus ßm is spanned by these monomials for 0 <ra < oo. We have shown

that every homogeneous invariant is a polynomial in Pl5 ...,P„, so that
the Pi s form a basis for the invariants of G.

We now obtain an explicit basis for the invariants of An, Bn, Dn, 7/2.

An: This group consists of the (^+1)! permutations x[
1 </</?+ 1, restricted to the subspace F {x | x1 + + xn+1 0}.

n +1

We choose xl5 xn as coordinates on V. Let Pt £ x)+ *, 1 < i < «,
j i

where x„+1 — (x1 + + xn). P£ is a homogeneous invariant of degree

i + 1. We have 2 <...•(«+1) - (p+1)! | |.

We show that A ^ 0. Now

d P
—- (i + 1) Xj - (i + l)xln + l9 1 <ij <n

Hence A (« +1)! 7) where D is the n x determinant whose (zy)-th

entry xj - xj+1. To evaluate D, we introduce the Vandermonde

determinant
1 1

xx xM+1 KIcII
n n

XX



Subtracting the (/z+l)-th column from the first n columns, the above

determinant is readily seen to equal (-1)" D. Thus

(3.25) A (-l)n+2(u + l)l [I (*/-*«)
1 < j + 1

n

o+i)! n (xj-Xi)- n (Xj+s)
1 i 1

where s Xj + + x„. (3.25) shows that ^0. We conclude that

dl 2,dn n+ 1.
n

B„: Let Pt £ x3i, 1 </'<«. O is a homogeneous invariant of
J' 1

degree 2/. We have 2 •... • 2n2"n » | |. A computation shows that
n

A 2" n\ n Xj n (x?-x?)# 0. It follows that d, 2,..., dn

2«. i=1

D„: Let P±x4 x„, P, « £ x?(i-1), 2 < / < n. />, is a homo-
J 1

geneous invariant of degree w; Pi? 2 < / < /?, is a homogeneous invariant

of degree 2 1). The product of the degrees 4 •... • (In —2)

2"-1 n I Z>„ I.

d

(3.26)

Px

Xi

2xj

2(n-l) x^"-3 20-1) x3

Xn

2x„

2« — 3

2-10-1)! [I (xj2-x?)/0
1 < j -^n

It follows that du dn are identical with the numbers 2, 4, n9

2fl — 4, 2« — 2.

Hi'. Let z be the complex coordinate x1 + ix2. Hi may be described as
2 ni

the group generated by the transformation z -•> z, z £z, where e n

Let Pjl x\ + x\„P2 Rezn.Pl9P2 are homogeneous invariants of
respective degrees 2, n. The product of these degrees 2n \ Hl\. A
computation yields

d(Pi,P2)
7 -2n 7m z" # 0

d (x1? x2)

It follows that 2, d2 n.

L'Enseignement mathém., t. XXIV, fasc. 3-4. 18
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4. Solomon's Theorem

We present in this section another method for determining the degrees

of the basic invariants, valid whenever the underlying field k has characteristic

0.

Theorem 3.14 (Solomon [18]). Let G be a finite reflection group
acting on the n-dimensional space V. Let gr number of elements of G

which fix some r-dimensional subspace of V but do not fix a subspace of
higher dimension. Let dx, dn be the degrees of the basic homogeneous
invariants of G and set mj dj — 1. Then

(3.27) (t + inj + + +

Equating the tn~'-coefficientsof both sides of (3.27), we obtain gt
n n n

Yu mi- Setting t 1 in (3.27), we obtain n (mi+ 0 X 9i
i=i ; l i — o

I G |. Thus Theorem 3.14 generalizes Theorem 2.2.

To prove Theorem 3.14, we obtain an analog of Molien's formula for
the invariant differential forms of G. We digress to a brief discussion of
differential forms.

For p>0, let a>«£ r^, where rh,{x)
il < ••• < ip

e k (x), the summation extending over all integer /7-tuples satisfying
1 < i\ < < ip < n. co is called a differential /?-form (or simply /?-form).
The elements of k (x) are called the 0-forms. If r\ sil A (x)

û <... ip

dxiL... dxip is another /?-form, then we define

co + V= £ (.rh...ip + Si

il < • •. < ip

Thus the p-forms constitute a vector space over k (x) which we denote by
$)v. The elements dxtl dxip form a basis for so that dim Q)p Q),
0 < p < n. We also define a multiplication between two forms as follows.
Let dxidxj —dxjdxp, in particular dxtdxt 0. The product corj of any
two forms œ, rj is then obtained by the distributive law. We observe that
for 1-forms, ojrj —rjco, so that coco 0. It follows that 0 for
p > n. Finally, for any rational function r, we define the 1-form dr to be

X —dxt.h dxt
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It is then readily checked that for n rational functions, r1, rn, we have

0 Y ^

drl drn —\ dxx dxn

Let a be a non-singular matrix with entries in k. We define

ö- CO X *7.., i„0~**) dx: (O--
1 x)

«1 <-<ip
Thus a becomes a linear transformation on each Q)p, interpreting the

latter as a vector space over k. Let kn be the space of «-tuples with entries

in k. If G is a group of linear transformations acting on k'\ then œ is said

to be invariant under G provided aœ m, V a e G.

We shall prove Theorem 3.14 describing the invariant differential forms
with polynomial coefficients. G is assumed throughout to be a finite
reflection group acting on kn.

Lemma 3.4. Let Il9 In be basic homogeneous invariants for G. Let

d(h.n(x)
d(xu ..,x„)

The polynomial p (x) satisfies a p(det a) p, for every e (in which
case, we say p is skew) iffp — Iii where i is a polynomial invariant under G.

Proof. Let y o x. Then

(3.28) II (x)
5(JiOO' •••, -M»)

d(xuxn)

_
Ô(h{y),...,In{y))

d(yi,---,yn)
det a II (ax) det a

which shows that 77 is skew. Hence Iii is skew for every invariant
polynomial i.

Conversely, let p (x) be skew. Let n be an r.h. of G with equation
L (x) 0. By Lemma 2.2, we may choose so that is a common
eigenvector to all reflections in G with r.h. n. Choose x det # 0,
so that in the y coordinates the equation of n becomes 0 and v becomes
(0,..., 0, 1). Let q (y)p(Ty).Let H be the subgroup of G which fixes n.
By Lemma 2.2, 77 is a cyclic group. Let a generate 77 and h ord 77.

If Ç is the eigenvalue of a which is a primitive 7-th root of 1, then
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q (Ji> •••» yn-i,Cyn) c1q O't- •••, Writing E«?;.^ the ('s

being polynomials in j1? we obtain

0-29) ZqtC^yl Zqtyln

Equating coefficients in (3.29), we conclude qt 0 whenever hfi +1.
Thus qt 0 for i < h—I => y„~1 \ q => Lh~1 \ p. Repeating this argument
for all r.h.'s of G and using Theorem 2.5, we conclude that P Iii, where i

P
is a polynomial, a i a P/a 77 — i shows that i is invariant under G.

Lemma 3.5. Let a be a non-singular matrix with entries in k. Let
r ek (x). Then a (dr) d (err).

Proof. By definition

(3.30) a(dr)£ ~ (<7_1x) dxt(tr-1*),rf(or) £
1 1 o xi /= i

" d X'
Let (J—1 (r//7). Then X; (cr~ "be) J] x7- and —'(cr_1x) aijm

Hence
n

(3.31) dxi(o~1x) ^ üijdxj
j i

Applying the chain rule,

(3.32) 2-(r(<r"1x)) E
0 xt j 1 <7 X7-

Inserting (3.31), (3.32) into (3.30), we get cr (c/r) d(or).

Theorem 3.15. Every invariant p-form with polynomial coefficients may
be expressed uniquely as

yi ip dli^ •.. dlip, a^ _ i^ e k \_Ii, 7„J
<

i'l C • • • <ip

Proof By Lemma 3.5, o (dlk) dlk, so that dlu dln are invariant
forms. Since a (coq) cr (co) cr (rç) for any two forms co,q, we conclude that

E fl;,... d/,J J/ip is invariant whenever a;i... lp e k (Iu /„).

We show that the Q forms <77^ are linearly independent over
k (x), so that they form a basis for Bp over k (x). Suppose that

Y kt i dlu ..df 0, ku i e k (x).^ q ip > q... ip \ J

n<-'-<ip
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Multiply this relation by c//ip+I... dlin, where z'p+1, z„ are the indices

complementary to /,, ip. We obtain

fcq ...ipdIi dln ...ipn(x)dxi...dx„0 =>kh 0

for all iu...,ip.Hencethe Q forms are linearly independent

over k (x).It follows that every p-form co may be expressed uniquely as

co £ ûq...; dlh ...dlip,

Ifm is invariant, then the group averaging argument shows that

ah.A ek{Iut..,Q.Multiply both sides of the above relation by

dl, f... dli We getip+1 1 n ^

(3.33) (odli dlin ± Ilaii ...ipdxx dxn

Let co be a /7-form with polynomial coefficients. We conclude from (3.33)

that n ail A is a polynomial. Since 17 ail ^ ip
is skew, Lemma 3.4 implies

that nah_ip n U i being an invariant polynomial. Hence ailwip
e k [/1? In] for all iu ip, thus proving Theorem 3.11.

Theorem 3.16. Let <rp(xl9 xn) be the p-th elementary symmetric

function in xu...,xn (<a0 is interpreted to be 1). Let (y), con (y) be

the eigenvalues of y, ye G. Then

^ (iml fmn\

(3.34)
p( }

(l-tmi + 1) ...(l-f"+1)

^ ^(cOiW, ,co„(y))
L 71" ftÄ »

0 <P
I G I yeG(l -C0i(y)t)...(1 -C0n(y)t):

Remark. For p 0, the above becomes formula (2.5) of Chapter II.

Proof Let 2)pm space of p-forms whose coefficients are homogeneous
polynomials of degree m. Q)pm is a finite dimensional vector space over k.

Let fpm space of invariant forms in Q)pm and dpm — dim fpm. For
00

0 </?<«, let vp(t) £ dpmtm. We obtain two formulas for pp if)
m 0

by computing dpm in two different ways. By Theorem 3.15, the differentials

Ip...# dlh... dlip, m/q (m, + 1)... + +1)

+ mH + +
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form a basis for #pm, so that

^ /.ml fmn\
/I TC\ /.A P ^ ' * ' ' ' '(3-35) Pp 0 Im ^TTT"(1-f 1 )...(l-t "

Let k algebraic closure of k. Define @pm, /pm, analogously to Q)pm,

/pm, replacing k by k. For y e G, y acts both on <&pm and @pm. Let (Tr y)pm

trace of y as a transformation on Q)pm trace of y as a transformation

on Q)pm. By Lemma 1.2

dpm f ^ (TP y)pm
{ }

Tely£G

Choose T so that Ta T~1 D, D being diagonal with diagonal entries

coi (y), co„ (y). The elements xa dxiL dxip, | a | m and 1 < i1

< < ip < /7, form a basis for Q)pm. Since

(3.37) D (x"dxt... dxip) [coCy-1)]"«.-!^-1) co^y"1),

we have

(3.38) (7>D)pm I [cü(y-1)]mcrp(cü(y-1))
|a I m

(3.36), (3.38) yield

(3.39) rfpm=_L V y [co(y)]acrp [co(y)]
I ^ I

y s G \a I m

so that

(3.40) pp (0=-bl EE [®(y)]°<rp(co(y))f"
|t^| m 0 rsG \a\ m

1

^
<rp(co(y))

I GI

7, G (1 - to, (y)i)... (1 - (y

(3.34) follows from (3.35) and (3.40).
We derive from (3.34) the following identity.

Theorem 3.17. For 1 </><«,
tmi\ + + mip

(3'41) ,-1<?<(p (1

1

£ £ Q>i1(y)-t»ip(y)
I G I yeG h<...<ip(1— 0>i! (y)') (1 — (r)0
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Proof. One verifies readily, for 1 </?<«, the identity

(3 42) V —1 Uxp

_
hpi(t)a1(u1, un) + + hpn(t) an (utP ...,un)

(1 -uf) ...(1 -unt)

the w/s being indeterminates and the hpls being polynomials in t.

Substitute for ui,œi{y) and average over the group. By Theorem 3.16, the

group average becomes expression (3.42), u{ being replaced by tm\ thus

proving (3.41).
We can now provide the

Proof of Theorem 3.14. Expand both sides of (3.41) in powers of 1 — t
and equate the coefficients of (1 — t)~p. For the left side this coefficient is

£
1

ip(mii+1) • • • +1)

Let y be an element which fixes an r dimensional subspace, but does not
fix a higher dimensional subspace. This means that precisely r of the
eigenvalues of y equal 1. y contributes to the coefficient of (1 — t)~p on the right
side of (3.41) iff r > p, the contribution being (p). It follows that for the

y n n

right side, the (1 ~t)~p coefficient is £ Q gr. Since II (mf+l)
|G| o i i

I G |, we conclude that

n

(3-43) £ Q grJ] (mii+1)... +1), 1 <p <n
r 0 'l < •••< in— p

Note that for p 0, (3.43) becomes | G | <jn1 +1)... (mn+ 1). Hence
(3.43) also holds for p 0.

The left and right side of (3.43) equal respectively — (j^-th derivative
P

at t 1) of go+ + gn t", (t + mj) (t + m„). Thus (t + mn)
go + + g„ t".
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CHAPTER IV

PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
AND MEAN VALUE PROPERTIES

1. Invariant partial differential equations

We study in the present chapter a certain system of partial differential
equations invariant under a finite reflection group G and related mean value

properties. We assume throughout that the underlying field k is real (this
permits us to introduce the methods of analysis) and that G is orthogonal,
which can always be achieved after a linear change of variables. We rely on
the invariant theory of the previous chapters to establish the forthcoming
results. Conversely, we shall see that the problems studied in this chapter
lead to a natural set of basic invariants for G. In the sequel, let R denote
the ring of polynomials k [xu xn]. For any polynomial p (x), p (d)
denotes the partial differential operator obtained by replacing
v (xu x„) by the symbol

We shall use the following result.

Theorem 4.1 (Fischer [9]). Let a be a homogeneous ideal of R (I.e.

if pea, then each homogeneous block of pea). Let S be the space of
polynomial solutions of a (5)/ 0, a e a. Then a, S, R are vector spaces

over k and R a ® S.

Proof. Let Rm vector space of homogeneous polynomials of degree m,

0 < m < oo, am Rm n a, Sm Rm n S. We have R £ ®

with similar expressions for a and S. For any two polynomials P, g, define

(jP, 0 PÇà) Q 1^=0- It is readily verified that (P, Q) is an inner product
on R with Rm _L Rp whenever m p. We show that am, Sm are orthogonal
complements in Rm. Hence Rm am © Sm, 0 < m < oo, and so R a © S.

Q6 5", P e am => P(5) Q(x) 0 => (PQ)0. Hence e at,. Let Q e at.
We show that Q e Sm. It suffices to check that for any homogeneous ae a

of degree < m, a (d) Q (v) 0 ob (<)) [a (i))ß] ^ 0 for all homogeneous
b of degree (m-dega). Now b (d) [a (c))Q] (ba, Q). Since baeam

00

m — 0
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and Q e a/ we conclude b(à)[aÇd)Q] - 0. Thus QeSm, so that

cd <= Sm. It follows that Sm at-
The following lemma will be required for the proof of Theorem 4.2.

Lemma 4.1. Let i (x) be an invariant of G and a e G. Let f(x) be C00

on an «-dimensional region M. Then i (f)f (ax) [/ 00/] (ax), provided

x, a x e 0t.

Proof. An application of the chain rule yields

i 00/(<7x) [i (a~ xd)] (ax),

for any polynomial i (x). If i (x) is invariant under G, then i (a lx) i (x),

so that i (d) f (ax) [/ (t))/] (ax).

Theorem 4.2. (Steinberg [21]). Let 77 (x) f] Lt (x), where

Lt (x) 0 are the rJi. ^ of G, and DTI linear span ofpartial derivatives

of 77 (x). Let S be the solution space of C00 functions on the n-dimensional

region & satisfying (4.1) a(L)f= 0,xel and aeJ, ^ being the

ideal generated by all homogeneous invariants of G of positive degree.

Then S D 77.

Remark. If O (n) is the orthogonal group acting on Rn, then it can easily
be shown that x\ + x2n is a basis for the invariants of O («), i.e. each

invariant polynomial is a polynomial in x\ + + x2. If we replace G

by O (n), then (4.1) reduces to Laplace's equation

Because of this, it is natural to refer to the elements in S as the harmonic
functions for G. Theorem 4.2 describes these harmonic functions.

Proof of Theorem 4.2. The inclusion D 77 c S clearly follows from
a(d) 77 0, a e /. It suffices to prove the latter for a homogeneous
invariant of positive degree. By Lemma 3.4, 77 (ax) det a. 77 (x), a eG.
By Lemma 4.1, \a 0)77] (crx) a (/) 77 (ax) det a [a 0>)77]. Thus
a (ö) 77 is skew. Again by Lemma 3.4, 77 | a (b) 77. Since deg [a (D)77]

< deg 77, we must have a (/) 77 0.

We now show that S cz D 77. Let / e S. We prove first that /is a
polynomial xi9 1 < / < n, is a root of P (X) LI [A-x^(crx)] Z'GI
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+ ax Z|G|-1 + + a]G|, where the a\s are homogeneous invariants of
positive degree. Thus X;|G| -a1 X;,G|_ 1

e Jf, 1 < i < n. The
latter implies that every homogeneous polynomial a (x) of degree > n | G |

is in </. Hence a(b)f 0, whenever a (x) is homogeneous of degree

> n I G I => / is a polynomial of degree < n | G |. S is therefore a finite
dimensional space of polynomials. In view of Fischer's Theorem S c Dû
<=> (Dil)1 a S1. A polynomial P (x) e (DU)1 o (P, Q (c))77) 0 V
polynomials Q o Q (~b) (P (d)n) |x=0 V polynomials Q o P (d) 77 0. We
must therefore show that P Çd) II 0 => Pe/.
It suffices to prove this for homogeneous P. The result holds for deg P

> n |G|. Suppose that it holds for degP m + 1. We show that it holds
for deg P m and, by induction, for arbitrary degree. Let L (x) 0 be

an r.h. of G. Then L Çd) P (d) 77 (x) 0. By the induction hypothesis
LP g J, so that

(4.2) L(x)P(x)t
k= 1

where the Aks are polynomials and /l5 ...,/„ are a basic set of
homogeneous invariants for G. Let a be the reflection in the r.h. L (x) 0.

Substituting a x for x in (4.2) and subtracting the resulting'equation from
(4.1), we get

(4.3) L(x)(P(x)+P(a?c))£ (Ak (x) - Ak
k 1

Each \_Ak (x) — Ak (crx)] 0 whenever L (x) 0. Thus

L(x) I [Ak{x)-Ak(
and

n

(4.4) P(x)+P(ctx)E
k= 1

shows that P (x) —P (crx) (mod J>). Since the reflections in G generate G,

we conclude from the latter that P (x) det cr P (ax) (mod J). Averaging

over G, we obtain P (x) P* (x) (mod «/), where P* (x) £ det a
I ^ i

<reG

- P (ax). We claim that P* (x) is skew. For if a±e G, then

P* (<7XX)
—L y det (a^x)

(4.5) j
atG

y det (rej P (acTjx) det P*
det O-l

^ (*) - A (q^)
*<(*)

h(x)
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By lemma 3.4 P* (x) IT (x) z (x), where i is a homogeneous invariant.

If deg i > 0, then P* e 0 => P e 0. Otherwise P* « c II, c a constant.

By assumption P (B) 77 0, while a Çd) II 0 for a e 0. It follows that

P* (d) 77 c (77, 77) => c 0, so that P 0 (mod ,/).

2. Mean Value Properties

We prove the equivalence of system (4.1) and a certain mean value

property.

Theorem 4.3 (Steinberg [21]). Let f (x) e C in the n-dimensional

region M and let it satisfy the mean value property (m.v.p.)

(4.6) fix) -2— E fix+vy), XeMand|| y || <
I L I

<jeG
n

where inf sx > 0 for any compact subset K of & and \ \y ||2 ^ y]. This
xeK i= 1

m.v.p. is equivalent to having f e C00 and satisfying (A.\). It follows from
Theorem 4.2 that the space S of continuous solutions to (4.6) D 77.

Remark. The harmonic functions on M are characterized as the
continuous functions on ^ satisfying the m.v.p. / (x) j / (x+ v) d a (y),
xel and || y || < sx> where d a (y) is the normalized Haar measure on the

orthogonal group O (n). (4.6) is just the G-analog of this m.v.p.

Proof of Theorem 4.3. Suppose first that /(x) is C00 on M and satisfies

(4.6). Let a (x) be any homogeneous invariant of positive degree. Apply
the operator a(Dy) to both sides of (4.6). In view of Lemma 4.1, we get

(4.7) 0 a (d,) f(x) =-L E
I G I

aeG

7777 E [« dy)(x+ (o- y)
I U I geG

Use aföy)f{x+y) a{~àx)f(x+y)andset y 0. We obtain
a0>*)/(x) 0, x e and a any homogeneous invariant of positive degree.

n

Hence a Càx) fix) 0, rel and ae/. Since E s J, we conclude
/ 1

in particular that / (x) is harmonic on 01.
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Suppose next that /(x) is C on M and satisfies (4.6). Let {Sk} be a

sequence of C00 functions on Rn such that J ôk(x)dx 1, support of

ôk — jx I ||x|| < - j, ôk (x) > 0 for all x and k. Let

AW |/W)^WA lf{y)àk{x-y)dy.
It is readily checked that for any compact subset S of fk (x)eC°° on
Int S interior of S) and satisfies (4.6) with M replaced by Int S, provided
k is sufficiently large, and fk -> / uniformly on S as k -* oo. For k
sufficiently large, fk is harmonic on Int S. It follows from Harnack's Theorem
([15], p. 248) that / (x) is harmonic on 01. Hence /(x) is real analytic on
01 ([15], p. 251) and so certainly C00 on

Conversely let/ e C00 on 01 and a (/) / 0, xef and a e 0. Then /is
harmonic and so real analytic on 01. Hence there exists sx > 0 such that

c° 1

f(x+y)= y - - r r.v- y)m f{x), xe 01

m0mland \\y\\ < sx. It follows that

(4-8) 7/ YJf(x+cy)=y Pm(/'y) f(x),
\G \

aeG mmand II y II < sx where

(4.9) Pm(x,y)rL £ (X, /- ^
I L I I tJ I

From (4.9), we see that for fixed y, each Pm (x, y) is a homogeneous
invariant polynomial in x of degree m. It follows that Pm (7>x, y) f (x) 0,

xe0t and m < 1, and (4.8) reduces to (4.6).
The solution space to either (4.1) or (4.6) is the finite dimensional

vector space D 77. The following result gives further information on
D 77.

Theorem 4.4 (Chevalley [4]). Let Sm vector space of homogeneous
OO

polynomials ofdegree m in D 77, 0 < m < oo, so that D 77 £ ® Sm.
m= 0

Let du dn be the degrees of the basic homogeneous invariants for G.

Then
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oo "1 t
(4.10) X (dim Sm) (- 11-1 —

m 0 i= 1 1 1

and dim D II | G |.

We prove first the preliminary

Lemma 4.2. Let R k [x1? xj ring of polynomials in xu xn

with coefficients from k, k being any field of characteristic 0. Let G be a

finite reflection group acting on kn and J the ideal generated by homogeneous

invariants of positive degree. For any polynomial P, let F be its
residue class in the residue class ring P/</. Suppose that Pl9 ...,PS are

homogeneous polynomials such that Pl9 Ps are linearly independent
over RjJ> (the latter is a vector space over k). Then Pl9 Ps are linearly
independent over k (/), the field obtained by adjoining the set / of all
invariant polynomials to k.

s

Proof. Suppose Y Vt Pf 0 where Vte k (/), 1 < / <5. We may
i— 1

suppose that the V-s are homogeneous and [deg Vt + deg PJ is the same
for all i. Let 11, be a basic set of homogeneous invariants of positive
degree. Let Sj9 0 < j < 00, be the different monomials in In arranged

00

by increasing x-degree, with s0 1. Let Vt Y kij Sj9 1 < i <
j °

the k/jS being elements of k, and define ki0 to be 0. We have

s 00 s

(4.11) I V, P, X [ Z ku pi ] Sj 0
i -1 j 0 i 1

Assume, as induction hypothesis, that ktj 0 for j < /. Thus
00 s

X [ X A'ij Pj X 0. S, ideal generated by the S's, j > I, as
j-I i= 1

are algebraically independent. It follows from Lemma 2.1 that
s s

Y ku PjE/o Y ku Pi 0 <=> ku =* 0, 1 < i < s. Hence all
i= 1 i 1

kij 0 and Vt B 0, 1 ^ ^ s. I.e. Pl5 Ps are linearly independent
over k (7).

We now return to the proof of Theorem 4.4. Let Al9 Aq be
homogeneous polynomials such that Äl9..., form a basis for P/jL By induction
on the degree, we see that every polynomial P may be expressed as

(4.12) P= Y Ji At
i — 1
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where the J[s are invariant polynomials. Lemma 4.2 shows that this
representation is unique. Let Rm set of homogeneous polynomials of
degree m, Im / n 7^, vector space spanned by those J^s
for which degree At m. Let

00 00

Pä (0 E (dim 4») tm, Vi (0 E (dim 4) 'm>
n 0 m 0

00

p*y (0 E dim (R/S)m
m 0

In view of the uniqueness of the representation (4.12), we have

(4-13) Ps(0 P/(0PR,/(0
Now

Vi(0 -~n (formula (2.5))

while

n (i - tdi)
i= 1

PÄ(0 (i-0n
(as dim Rm (m+m-1)). By Fischer's Theorem RjJ> may be identified

00

with 7) 77, so that (*) £ (dim Sm) tm. Thus (4.13) becomes (4.10).
m 0

00

Set t 1 in (4.10). The left side becomes £ dim Sm dim 7) 77. Since
m 0

1 - f
*

1 + t + + tdi^% d:

at t 1, the right side becomes 77 dt | G | (by Theorem 2.2). Thus
i 1

dim 7) 77 | G |.

We now describe the solution space to (4.6) when we restrict the direction
ofy. For simplicity, we restrict ourselves to irreducible groups (the reducible

case is discussed in [12]).

Theorem 4.5. Let f (x) e C in the n-dimensional region 01 and satisfy
the m.v.p.

(4.14) f(x) -L. £ f(x + tay),xe@and 0 < t < ex,
I G I aeG
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inf sx > 0 for any compact subset K of M and y denoting a fixed vector
xeK

# 0. This m.v.p. is equivalent to having /eC00 on M and Pm(bx,y)

f= 0, x e 0! and 1 <m < oo, Pm being defined by (4.9).

Proof. Suppose first that f e C00 on ^ and satisfies (4.14). Using the

finite Taylor expansion for / {x + toy), we get for each integer N > 0

N

(4.15) 0= £
m= 1

P,n(àx>y)f'

m
tm + 0(tN+1) as t -> 0,

Dividing by successive powers of t and letting t 0, we conclude

Pm (t)x, y)f= 0, x e & and 1 < m < oo. If f e C, then we argue as in the

proof of Theorem 4.3, introducing the functions fk. For any compact
subset S of M and k sufficiently large, the f'ks will be C00 on Int S and

satisfy there Pm (dx,y)f= 0, 1 < m < oo. P2(x, y) is a non-zero
homogeneous invariant of degree 2. For irreducible G, there is up to a multi-

n

plicative constant, only one such invariant, namely Y U • Thus
i~ 1

n

Pi (x> y) c (y) Y >
where c (y) ^ 0 is a constant depending on y.

i= 1

Thus for k sufficiently large, fk (v) is harmonic on Int S. Since fk-+f
uniformly on compact subsets of 0,f (x) is harmonic on 01 and hence certainly
C00 on 01.

Conversely, let Pm (dx, y)f 0, x e & and 1 < m < oo. Since

Pi y)f= 0,/is harmonic and so real analytic on It follows that
there exists sx > 0 such that

(4-16) 7777 Z f(x + tay£
I *-r I (teG m 0

Pm f '

m
tm,

and 0 < t < sx.
Since Pm(a x,y)f0, xe Mand 1 < <oo, (4.16) reduces to (4.14).
We shall describe the solution space to PmQ>x,y)f =0,1 < <oo,

ybeing a fixed vector ^ 0. We first prove some preliminary lemmas.

Lemma 4.3. Let ^ be a collection of homogeneous polynomials in
k [x1 xn]ofpositive degree, k being a field of characteristic 0. Let G be
a finite reflection group acting on k". The following conditions are equivalent.

i) <is a basis for the invariants of G
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ii) ^ is a basis for the ideal J generated by the homogeneous invariants
of positive degree.

iii) Let du dn be the degrees of the basic homogeneous invariants of G.

For each dt there exists a polynomial Pt e of degree dt such that

d(Pl9...,PJ l o

Proof. Let J ideal generated by so that J> ifß) c jC If i) holds,
then «/ contains every homogeneous invariant of positive degree, so

that of c= (^) => of of (#).
Thus i) => ii).

Suppose ii) holds. Choose in ^ a minimal basis for of. The proof of
Chevalley's Theorem shows that this minimal basis consists of n

homogeneous invariants Pu ...,Pn which are algebraically independent

<=> ^ 0
d(xu

According to Theorem 3.1, these degrees must be du dn. Thus ii) => iii).
Finally, the implication iii) => i) is contained in Theorem 3.13.

Lemma 4.4. Let G be a finite reflection group acting on kn. Let
/l5 In be a basic set of homogeneous invariants of respective positive
degrees dl9 dn which are assumed distinct; i.e. di < d2 < < dn.

Let P1?...,Pn be another set of homogeneous invariants of respective
degrees du dn. Thus

(4.17) P,(x) Ft (I, (x), (x)) + ct h (x)

Ffx)+ ciIi{x1 <i <«
where Ft(x) is homogeneous of degree mb with 0, and c; a constant.
Then

„
'

d(pu...,pn) /j(4-18) — - Cl...c,d(xlt xn)

Proof. We have

3(Pi,...,FJ d(Flt...,F„) /„)
d (xj, xn) d (fj,..., /n) d (xj, x„)
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u r i
is triangular and 1 < < n, so that

ô It
d(Fy,... ,Fn)

— —
Ô(Xy, X„)

Theorem 4.6 (Flatto and Wiener [10]). i) Let be space of continuous

functions on the n-dimensionalregionSk satisfying the mean value property
(4.14). Sj D n iffG^D2n, 2 <« < oo, and

# o.
d(Xy, ...,x„)

ii) For G # D2„, 2 < n < oo, we have

(4.19)
d

Jy(y)...Jn(y)n(x)

the J s being a basic set of homogeneous in variants for G. Hence

Sy Dn iff # 0.

Proof According to Theorem 4.5, S is the solution space of

(4.20) / gC00 and p (d)f 0, xg! and p e PPr

where (.P1 (x, y),...,Pm (x, j),,..). It follows from Theorems 4.1, 4.2

that S3, DII iff PPy JL By Lemma 4.3, PPy J iff the degrees

du cln are distinct and

d(xu...%xn)

An inspection of the table in section 3.3 reveals that the d- s are distinct
except when G D2iv 2 < n < 00, in which case two d[s equal 2/7.

ii) For each /7-tuple a (a{i an) of non-negative integers, let Ja (x)

Y (&x)a. We have
I G |

<reG

Pm(x,y)-L Z(<7WJ')"1 A Z Z (o-1%, 0-2>>)m

M crfiG PI O"! SG 0"2 EG

(4-21) 7772 Z Z Z =Z
1^1 |fl| m <rÂ sG (72 eG fl * |a| m &

Let 71? /„ be a basic set of homogeneous invariants of respective
degrees du dn. Let \a \ dh 1 < / < n. Then

L'Enseignement mathém., t. XXIV, fasc. 3-4. 19

d Ft
The matrix

d



(4.22) Ja (x) Fa (I,(x), ...,J;_(x)) + c„ (x) Fa (x) + c„ It (x)

where Fa (x) is homogeneous of degree dt with Fa(x) 0 for i — 1,

and ca is a constant. (4.21), (4.22) give

(4.23) Pd (x,y)£ Y (jO-F^OO F;(x), 1 <i <n
l«l=di fl!

where

(4.24) Jfiy) £ A CaJa^y>' 1 <<
\a\=di a •

(4.19) follows from (4.23) and Lemma 4.4. Jt is homogeneous of degree dr
We show that Jl9 Jn are algebraically independent and thus conclude

from Lemma 4.3 that Jl9 form a basis for the invariants of G. Now
the Jas form a basis for the invariants of G (see Noether's proof of
Theorem 1.1). Hence, by Lemma 4.3, there exists nJ'as of respective
degrees dl9 dn which are algebraically independent. By Lemma 4.4,

for each of these Jfas, ca # 0. (4.22), (4.24) give

(4.25) Jt(y) £ fcaFa(y)+(£ h{y), 1 <i <n
\a\=di & - I a I m i ^ •

For each 1 < z < /?, there exists an a such that \a \ — dt and ca # 0, so

that the zz constants Y — are all #= 0. It follows from (4.25) and

Lemma 4.4, that Jl9 ...,/„ are algebraically independent.
The following theorem yields an algebraic characterization of the J- s.

n

Theorem 4.7 [12]. J1 (x) c £ x?, c ^ 0. For 2 < i < w, Jt (x)

L determined up to a constant as the homogeneous invariant of degree dt

which satisfies the differential equations Jk (fi) Jt (x) 0, 1 < k < i.

Proof Jx (x) is a non-zero homogeneous invariant of degree 2 and must
n

therefore be a non-zero multiple of x?. Let 2 < i < n and 1 < k < dt.
i 1

Let ß (x) be an arbitrary homogeneous invariant polynomial of degree k.

We have

(4.26) Q (3,) Pm (x, y) ß (3,) [ -L £ j,, <rx)m]
I f7 I o-eG

.(m-k + î)Pm-k(x,y) (x)
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From (4.23), we obtain

(4.27) Q(d,)Pd.(x,y)

I ^iQiS) Ja(y)]FAx) + [Q(8)Ji(y)]
M =dia

1 < i < n

so that
dt (dt — 1) - - (dt — k + 1) Pdi-k (x, y) Q (x)

(4.28) X ~lQ(3)Ja(y)]Fa(x) +
\a\ di a

1 <z <n

Suppose that Q Çd) Jt (y) ^ 0. Choose y0 so that Q (J) Jt (y) # 0

at y0. Let y y0 in (4.28). The polynomial Pdi-k (x,y0) has degree < dt

and thus is a polynomial in Iu (x), Ii_1 (x). Each Fa is also a

polynomial in Iu 7f_ t. We conclude from (4.28) that 71? 7f are algebraically

dependent, a contradiction. Hence Q (d) Jk (y) 0, so that Jk (<)) (x)

0, 1 < k < i.

The conditions of Theorem 4.7 determine Jt up to a constant. For let

Vi space of homogeneous invariants of degree dt, Wt space of
homogeneous invariants of degree dt spanned by the monomials in 7l5 Ii-1.
Then dim Vt dim W + 1. For any Je Vi9 the conditions Jk(d)J(x)

0, 1 </t < i, are equivalent to J eW\. Since dim Wj dim Vt

- dim Wt 1, we conclude that Jt is determined up to a constant.

Corollary. The manifold Ji — {j | J± (y) — Jn (y) 0} contains

real points y A 0. I.e. there exists y e Rn such that S ^ D II.
n

Proof. For 2 < z < n, J1 (d) Jt (x) 0. Since J1 (x) c x],
i- 1

c / 0, this means that (x) is harmonic. By the mean value property for
harmonic functions, the average value of J{ (y) on a sphere of radius

r > 0 Ji (0) 0. Thus Jt (y) must change sign on this sphere and a

connectedness argument yields the existence of a y A 0 for which Jt (y) 0.

In view of Theorem 4.6, we call Ji the "exceptional manifold" for G and
the non-zero vectors y of Ji, the "exceptional directions" for G. A
geometric description of Ji is given in [24] for the groups H\ and A3. There
remains the problem of describing the solution space Syto them.v.p. (4.14) in
case y is an exceptional direction, as D II is then a proper subspace of Sy.

This seems to be a difficult problem. In [11], it is solved for the groups
HI A3.
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